A sequential molecular mechanics/quantum mechanics study of the electronic spectra of amides.
We report gas-phase electronic spectra of formamide, N-methyformamide, acetamide, and N-methylacetamide at 300 K calculated using a combination of classical molecular dynamics and time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT). In comparison to excitation energies computed using the global minima structures, the valence npi* and pi(nb)pi* states show a significant red-shift of 0.1-0.35 eV, while smaller shifts are found for the n3s and pi(nb)3s Rydberg states. In this work, we have identified the physical origin of these shifts arising from variations of the molecular structure. We present simple relationships between key geometrical parameters and spectral shifts. Consequently, electronic spectra can be generated directly from ground-state structures, without additional quantum chemical calculations. The electronic spectrum of formamide in aqueous solution is computed using TDDFT using an explicit solvent model. This provides a quantitative determination of the condensed-phase spectrum. In general, this study shows that temperature effects can change the predicted excitation energies significantly and demonstrates how electronic spectra at elevated temperatures can be computed in a computationally efficient way.